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The viles encompassing a tomb, the conjurer's voice stole around me. But he could not answer the questions I asked, saying only that I must seek the castle of the king; perhaps there I would find my solution.

"I will summon a guide," he said, "for the way is through lands foreign to all but a few. The one I invoke will see you there in safety."
We passed through forests of night, past whispering shadows and glowing eyes, and inferences of forms best hidden by the dark.

"The King will not appreciate our presence," said my guide. "Why do you not solve your own problem and spare him the interruption?"

I replied: "Because I cannot."
At last the forests opened onto mountains of treacherous rock and crags, and above them all, like a crown of harsh stone, stood the castle. My guide spoke: "No guards will block our path; the king grants audience to all who come thus far."

And indeed we were soon inside the castle walls, having met no living creature along the way, and stood at the entrance of the great throne room itself.
My guide opened the door and a deep scent of musk issued forth. We stepped cautiously within, and we beheld the king...
His ancient bones, adorned in dust and tatters of velour, slumped loosely on the throne. Vermin surveyed their realm from empty sockets, and the King sat in hushed obeisance to their rule.
turned to face my guide. His hood lay back to reveal an aspect identical to my own.

"The King is beyond all caring for your mortal ills," he said. "If a solution exists, then it is we who must discover it."

I nodded slowly, and together we abandoned the castle of the King.

Finis
PROFILE:
ROBERT KLINE
introduction

Robert Kline entered fandom officially in August of 1969 with the publication of ANOMALY 1. The zine carried fourteen interior pages of Kline artwork and sported a panoramic cover from one of Bob's Edgar Rice Burroughs paintings, but Bob's effect on the magazine went far beyond these contributions. He imbued the editors with a new spirit that would not tolerate the masses of mediocre material they had accumulated for the first issue, caused them to begin anew, and forced them — by the quality of his own contributions — into producing a quality magazine. It demolished the budget to do so, but we've been grateful ever since.

ANOMALY was one of the many magazines to feel Bob's influence. He contributed heavily to comic fandom with artistic donations to more fan magazines than I care to list, but which included STAR-STUDDED, THIS IS LEGEND, THE GOLDEN AGE, FANTASTIC FANZINE, SQUA TRONT, and the ever-present RBCC, plus contributions to many smaller fan publications. He became a Big Name Fan and his name was often advertised above those of older, time-honored fan artists. He was sought by anxious fan editors, his art was displayed at conventions, and he served with established fan artists Dave Cockrum, Berni Wrightson, Michael Kaluta, and Steve Hickman on the MetroCon '70 "Sword and Sorcery" panel. In spite of this renown (or possibly because of it) Bob Kline announced in the fall of 1970 that he was quitting active fandom.

When his hitch in the Air Force expired in January of 1971, he immediately resumed residence in the Los Angeles area, signed up for courses at the Art Center College of Design, and proceeded to develop his artistic talents even further. I visited him briefly in late May of 1971 to see how things were going; this article is the result of that visit and will hopefully provide some interesting insights into the non-fandom Kline. (The fANNish Bob Kline has been reported on by several fan magazines; by far the best of these is FANTASTIC FANZINE 12, obtainable from Gary Groth at 7263 Evanston Road, Springfield, Virginia 22150 for $1.25 a copy. The article/interview includes much art by Bob, including a full color painting, and may be combined with the following article to provide a reasonably complete profile of Bob Kline, artist and person.) The following artwork ranges from early Kline to very recent work; and for the benefit of swipe hunters, I'd like to mention that the Tarnsman full-page illustration was sent to me some weeks before any appearance of Gino d'Achille's cover for ASSASSIN OF GOR.
Mark Cole and I arrived in Los Angeles on Bob's last day of classes at the Art Center. His apartment, which he graciously shares with wife Missie and two year old son Tom, is decorated with paintings by himself: a Genghis Kahn type warrior, a desert scene, a street scene, and the paintings used as covers for MCR 4 and FANTASTIC FANZINE 12. On the lamp table and on the bookshelf are molded sculptures done as school assignments — one is in the shape of a claw, the other is pure design. We moved to his bedroom studio to view more of the work he had done that semester; he pulled three illustrations from his portfolio.

"The assignment was to take a common object and do something unusual with it. I chose a can opener and did these three drawings." He uncovered them one by one.

The can opener was one of those you punch into the top of the can and arduously grind around the edge until a crinkled can top finally comes loose. They usually come with corkscrews in the handle, though this one was a plain model. The first illustration had equipped it with an electric cord, the second placed it on the nose of a rhinoceros, and the third depicted it opening a starfilled universe to reveal a blue sky behind the stars. (I mentally wrestled for some time with the problem of printing this third drawing before finally being forced to discard it — with great reluctance.)

Bob continued producing assignments from his school portfolio: abstract designs, a collage, and variations of an invented Martian alphabet letter.

"One thing about the Art Center," said Bob, "is their philosophy that anything you do once you should be able to do again. So the class chose the three most varied modifications of the letter and I had to redraw them." He then showed us the second versions; they were almost photographic duplicates of the originals.

In a similar assignment Bob had to make a collage of magazine clippings; after doing so he was told to do a painted duplicate. This, too, was almost an exact reproduction of the original.

Finally we came to the first illustration to reflect the Bob Kline familiar to fanzine readers — the road-to-Fodnell fantasy illustration; the original version is printed on a smaller scale beside it. The first version had been completed when he was assigned to do a drawing utilizing Rembrandt-type shading.

"I immediately thought of this drawing and realized how much better it could be. So I did it over — it took quite awhile just getting that little fairy and the worm to look right. You know, if you draw a worm like it would really look with that backlight, it comes out looking like a piece of rope. I had to take some artistic license just to make it look like a worm."

We also leafed through sketchbooks filled with drawings of live models, both human and animal (including one or two dinosaurs, probably not from living models), drawn in both pencil and ink. I asked Bob the value of doing the sketches.

"It's really helped my anatomy," he said. "I'm beginning to draw people as if they were made of flesh and muscle rather than being carved out of stone." He turned to a series of drawings of a rather weighty female model. "This gal was totally repulsive, but it gave me a lot of practice shading and drawing lumps of fat. I'm glad they had her come in."

That evening we viewed a different kind of class assignment: "We were supposed to take a poem or a piece of music or something like that, and do a piece of art to go with it. They said we could even do a film if we wanted to, so I shot this one and then added the music later — actually doing just the opposite of the assignment." The movie is titled "The Girl and the Balloon"; it stars Missie Kline and Bob's brother-in-law Bill (who plays the most insidious villain this side of Ming the Merciless)."
"It cost me about $50 to make that six minutes of film," said Bob. "I used six rolls of film, eight orange balloons, and rented a tank of helium to keep the balloons inflated. We spent two weekends in filming." The music is added by way of tape cassette played along with the film — fortunately the timing does not have to be exact. "If I get it started at just the right instant it really works out well with the beat of the music corresponding beautifully with that of the action — but it doesn’t have to be that exact to work well enough. There’s no talking or any delicate sound synchronization."

While the projector was out we delved deep into the past to see Bob’s animated film about dinosaurs. Made by Bob around the age of fourteen, these few feet of celluloid are near classics. The dinosaurs were constructed from modeling clay and were filmed in Bob’s backyard. A few problems occurred during the filming.

"For one thing, I didn’t know that most animators take two frames for each piece of stop motion; I just used one per movement so the action is very jerky and fast."

A second problem was caused by the unstable background of leaves and sticks jumping around, grass snapping back and forth, and so on during the show. All in all, it was a toss-up as to which was more exciting, the background or the dinosaurs.

"What are those hands and arms that keep popping in and out along the sides of the screen?" I asked.

"Those are mine," said Bob. "My grandfather was handling the camera while I moved the dinosaurs; sometimes he got a little anxious and didn’t give me time to get out of the picture before he’d shoot the frame."

I returned my full attention to the movie.

A triceratops walked calmly up to a tyrannosaurus and complacently jabbed him in the stomach, then backed up to let the tyrannosaurus move forward and bite him on the neck. The battle ended with the tyrannosaurus biting off the other dinosaur’s leg and eating it. The climax of the film came when the dinosaurs marched up on a platform one by one and, picking up a cotton swab, wrote "Merry Xmas" on the wall.

While I was there I picked up the only completed frame to Bob’s cartoon movie.

"The plot was exactly that of ‘His Brother’s Keeper’ (which appeared in ANOMALY 1), so I doubt that I’ll ever do that same story. I had to cut it short when I joined the Air Force and it’s too expensive to do a film like that on my own, but I’d still like to do one if I ever get the chance. Maybe Ray Bradbury’s ‘A Sound of Thunder’ or something from Keith Laumer’s Retief series."

Judging from the painting reproduced with this article, animation fans have a treat in store for them if such a project is ever realized.

As astute readers may have suspected, Bob Kline has a thing for dinosaurs. His first comic strip, of about the same time period as the dinosaur film, concerned two antagonists whose plane lands in a hidden valley chock full of the creatures. Inspired by the Turok comics, Bob drew a sequence of panels concerning dinosaur life to enhance the tone of the strip, working quickly into the battle between airplane and giant reptile. The most notable aspect of the strip, outside the snappy dialogue, is the excellent rendering of the dinosaurs
compared to the extremely primitive representation of the strip’s human “stars”. Given this obvious bias it wouldn’t have been in the least surprising had the dinosaurs emerged victorious. In fact, it might have been justified and merciful.

Amid this Mesozoic atmosphere two names were certain to creep into the conversation: Ray Harryhausen and Jim Danforth.

Bob had written to me about this subject earlier. In the letter he expressed a definite preference: “Harryhausen has always been my favorite because, for all practical purposes, he’s had no competition. And though it’s hard to cite specific examples, I do think he’s come a long way since ‘It’ came from beneath the sea. It seems his treatment of specific subjects benefits from experience. Compare the dinosaurs, particularly the upright ones, in THE ANIMAL WORLD to those seen in ONE MILLION YEARS B.C. or THE VALLEY OF GWANGI. In THE ANIMAL WORLD the dinosaurs’ eyes didn’t move much, the front legs didn’t move (not to mention individual digits), the skin was unconvincingly over-scaly, and those poor beasties seemed to be supplied with toothpicks instead of anything resembling normal teeth. Ray appears to have learned a lot in the years between his epic tales of the prehistoric, and all these ills have been remedied.

“I’m sorry I haven’t had the opportunity to see Jim Danforth’s JACK THE GIANT KILLER; I’d like to be able to compare it with THE 7TH VOYAGE OF SINBAD. I did see THE WONDROUL WORLD OF THE BROTHERS GRIMM, and THE SEVEN FACES OF DOCTOR LAO. Those dragons were both quite good, but neither had the believability of movement or appearance that a Harryhausen production has.”

By the time I was able to visit Bob in person, Danforth’s WHEN DINOSAURS RULED THE EARTH had been released. Bob’s position changed slightly upon seeing the film: “Danforth was doing things there that Harryhausen wouldn’t even attempt. Like that shot of the dinosaur descending the mountainside: it was an extremely difficult shot and the masking wasn’t perfect, but Harryhausen wouldn’t have even tried to do such a thing. And the opening scene with the plesiosaur in that weird half-light from the fires – it was just fantastic.”

Bob guided us through yet another approach to the subject of dinosaurs on the next day’s trip to Disneyland. Once inside, Bob immediately led us to the train and the tour through the age of reptiles. We went through twice before moving on to more of Bob’s favorite attractions: Pirates of the Caribbean and The Haunted Mansion were definitely the highlights of the visit. It was the first time for both Mark and I to visit Disneyland, and we could almost believe it was Bob’s from his reactions to the shows.

“The thing about Disneyland is the multitude of things to see, even within individual rides. I know that I’m seeing things in The Haunted Mansion that you and Mark missed, just because I’ve been through it several times. It’s the same way with

the dragon scenes in Sleeping Beauty; everytime I see it I notice something more that the artists are doing, something I never noticed before.”

Also interesting to us was his reaction to Roger Brand’s comment in FUNNYWORLD 12 that Disneyland is “pretty malignant”. Bob: “It seems impossible to me that anybody could feel that way — the whole thing is just so tremendous. And it can never be done by anyone else: anything like it will simply be an imitation of the real thing. Regular amusement park people just don’t have the knowledge and imagination to create something like Disneyland.”

Which brings up another important point about Bob Kline: his reverence for originality.

“I always try to be original in what I do,” he says. “That’s why I’d appreciate your mentioning the coincidence concerning the Tarnsman drawing. I guess that pose was a natural, bound to occur pretty soon in the paperback book covers; if I’d known someone else was going to do it, I would have done something different.”
When I asked him about the people who thought he was trying to copy Frazetta, he said, "I’m sorry they feel that way. Of course I’ve been influenced by Frazetta, but I try to stay as far away from his style as possible. For instance, I don’t really like the huge breasted women all that much; they border on being grotesque rather than sexy."

Having seen Bob’s copying work as assigned by the Art Center, it’s obvious that if he wanted to imitate Frazetta, he could do so; that he chooses not to, preferring to develop his own style, is a tribute to his artistic integrity. (One of his assignments was to do a drawing in the style of Daumier; Bob’s portrayal of Dracula is the drawing he did and will suffice as an example.)

I asked him what it had been like working for various fan magazines and under different editorial policies.

“You were pretty strict about what you wanted for ANOMALY. Of course you knew that I enjoyed illustrating Robert E. Howard’s stories, and I got to choose what ones I did, so it wasn’t bad. But near the end of my fan involvement I began receiving open assignments where I could do anything at all that I felt like doing, as long as it was in some way ‘fan’ oriented.”

What did Bob Kline derive from his year in active fandom?

“I’m sure I benefited from it. I’ve got a much fatter portfolio, for one thing. I would never have done that volume of work in my spare time if there hadn’t been a ‘market’ for it. I will always be cranking out piles of preliminary sketches, but completing finished pieces requires an incentive additional to the ever-present urge-to-draw. In my case, the incentive was seeing my stuff printed and to obtain large audience reaction. Also, I received a letter from Al Williamson telling me he liked my cover for FANTASTIC FANZINE 12, and that sort of thing gives me a good feeling. Doing artwork for an audience is entirely different from doing it just for yourself. I don’t understand those artists who paint purely for their own satisfaction.”

Then why did he quit? "I was getting stale, and I couldn’t get interested anymore. Since before the 1970 New York Convention I’d had that problem: the last four or five projects I’d completed just didn’t excite me the way previous thing had. I’m not sure what the problem was, but I was sure I needed an extended rest from deadlines and other pressures."

There’s a good possibility that the problem stemmed from Bob’s having reached a pinnacle of accomplishment — there was simply nothing more for him to learn about his art without receiving formal training. As the learning process halted, so did his interest.

"Once I started these assignments for the Art Center, though, I soon found myself wishing I was back drawing monsters and things again — it’s a lot easier than what the Art Center tells me to do."

When asked to speculate on his future, Bob provides a wide range of possibilities.

"I’d like to work at Disneyland. Actually I already have worked there, but I was a parking lot attendant. I’d like to get into the creative aspect of it: designing rides like The Haunted Mansion, doing preliminary paintings, and work like that. The problem is, those have already been done.

"I’d like to do animated movies, and I’d like to work with the comics if the pay scale ever rose to where I could support a family on it.”

As with many fans, Bob’s interest in the comics has been considerably dampened by the lack of quality in the comics as they are today. The need to sell to “kiddies” eliminates any possibility of realizing the potential of the medium, but without the younger set’s financial support the comics can’t survive. Because of this problem, and the low pay for artists, Bob says, “I seriously doubt that I’ll be making a living in the near future as a comic book illustrator.”

Whatever lies in store for him, Bob is sure to meet it with skill and imagination, and probably with a dinosaur or two. Or as he himself puts it:

"The future shines brightly as Bob Kline faces forward, squinty-eyed, to meet his destiny."
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